
Why a HPC 
Solution is Right 
for your Business

Your business, research and development systems require the 
highest levels of performance and reliability to meet growing 
business demands. Similarly, business process applications and data 
are key drivers of business growth for companies of all sizes. Your 
ability to efficiently collect and analyze data to gain key insights 
is critical to compete in today’s markets. It takes the highest level 
of compute, storage, and end-to-end processing to meet all your 
business demands. As a result, many businesses need an integrated 
high-performance computing (HPC) solution to compete today. This 
paper will explore ways HPC systems are being used in a wide range 
of business domains and disciplines to solve complex problems 
efficiently with related research and statistics.

HPC Powers Business Success

In today’s markets, having the right, scalable IT infrastructure to handle 
the largest compute workloads, while tapping into massive data sets, is 
critical to both project and business success. The challenge is to accelerate 
research and development while maintaining process and energy efficiency, 
all without expending your IT budget on infrastructure.

Once thought to be cost prohibitive or for research only, HPC clusters have 
gone mainstream and are being used to power real business solutions 
around the globe. Businesses that don’t adopt HPC risk becoming less 
competitive against those who do, as they achieve quicker insight, better 
product design, increased efficiency, and faster time to value. For example, 
SciNet is pushing boundaries in scientific research across a broad range 
of disciplines with an HPC system 10-times as powerful as its predecessor, 
while using only two-thirds of the energy.

Expanding IT Solutions for SMB

HPC clusters offer greater value potential by combining the density of 
blade computing with the economics of rack-based systems. Businesses 
like yours are using HPC technology to expand IT infrastructure, speed 
up development, accelerate overall innovation, and stay on budget. For 
example, Caris Life Sciences, a leading biosciences company, is using HPC 
clusters to analyze patient data and discover new treatments for cancer. 
With terabytes of data generated and then analyzed each day, only the 
massively parallel computing environment powered by an HPC system 
could meet the complexity and demands. 

An HPC system was chosen for its ability to accommodate the wide range 
of workloads from various business units across the company, its overall 
reliability, its ability to integrate with systems and existing data, and quick 
implementation time. The end result was an advanced solution ready 
for both research and business demands with power for today and 
tomorrow’s needs.

The following benefits make HPC 
a logical choice for small and 
medium-sized businesses (SMB):

• Analytics power: The ability 
to easily handle the most 
demanding compute workloads. 

• Flexibility: A wide choice 
of configurations to tightly 
integrate advanced processing, 
low-latency storage, GPU 
acceleration, and high-speed 
communication fabric.

• Energy efficiency: Advanced 
compute, storage, and 
interconnectivity tightly 
integrated to reduce energy 
costs.

• Reliability: Ultra-high system 
reliability and flexibility to keep 
critical business processes 
running.

• Scalability: Advanced 
technology that’s flexible and 
expandable to future-proof your 
data center.

• Minimized risk: HPC system 
components are highly 
optimized to work together 
compared with disparate 
systems deployed over time.

• Improved Price for 
Performance: Density of 
compute per rack delivers 
greater value.

https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/your-data-is-worth-more-than-you-think/
https://lenovosuccess.com/casestudy/scinet
https://p.widencdn.net/vwubj8/asset-caris-life-sciences-case-study


Business Problem 
Areas Ripe for HPC

Instead of asking if HPC is the right 
solution for your business, consider 
whether you’ve accurately identified 
and defined all of the business 
problems that need to be solved. 
Data-driven disciplines, scientific 
problem domains, simulations, 
business process orchestration, and 
more all need ultra-high compute 
capacity to tackle vast amounts 
of data and perform billions of 
operations per second. The advanced 
network topology design and price-
performance ratio of HPC is driving 
new innovations for many types of 
businesses.

HPC is useful in almost as many 
problems that businesses have and 
need to solve. Opposite are some 
challenging business areas that HPC 
is right-sized for:

HPC for Manufacturing and Engineering Analysis

Insights from HPC systems enable predictive maintenance for complex 
systems, industry-related supply chain components ,and a wide range 
of devices. Companies such as Callaway Golf utilize high-performance 
processing for their business systems, manufacturing, and production 
planning. Other manufacturing use cases that demand the power of HPC 
include data modeling and simulations, manufacturing line process efficiency 
analysis, and materials science and optimization for the manufacturing of 
parts themselves.

HPC for Financial Services

Banks and other companies in the financial sector have led the way in terms of 
using HPC and low-latency systems for trading. Many are also using HPC for 
financial modeling and analysis, black-box trading, algorithmic processing, 
complex financial risk analysis, order routing, and the implementation of 
reliable settlement systems. 

Financial companies such as Pacific Credit Card Center (Bank of 
Communications) are using HPC systems to scale their operations to levels 
needed to stay ahead of competition. Beyond big data and analytics, HPC 
systems are helping these companies to process payments sooner, issue 
cards more quickly, and respond to a growing number of customers’ financial 
needs to enhance customer service and satisfaction.

HPC for Life Sciences and Healthcare

In addition to patient data processing described in the case study above, 
pharmaceutical companies are performing chemical analysis and drug trial 
data processing on HPC systems due to their power and reliability. Other 
healthcare advancements include both centralized and remote health 
device data analytics, community and global population health analytics, 
and large-scale trends analysis and data visualization for disease discovery 
and control.

HPC for Oil and Gas

For companies in the energy industry who need to find, extract and market 
hydrocarbon products faster, safer, and more efficiently, HPC solutions 
dramatically advance the state of science and accelerate innovation with 
advanced simulation and analytics capabilities. This rapid iteration of 
workflow execution to identify faults and failure scenarios sooner delivers 
higher quality solutions. Simulation, made possible only by the raw compute 
and graphics power of HPC, is not only a more efficient method of research 
and development, but safer than real-world testing for many disciplines. 

IoT Processing and HPC

The Internet of Things is driving digital transformation and uncovering new 
business opportunities. Collecting and analyzing your business’s data for 
all of its hidden, yet valuable insights, requires optimized communication, 
data acquisition and storage technology, and the ability to process data and 
provide responses in real time.

https://insidehpc.com/hpc-basic-training/what-can-hpc-do-for-small-business/
https://solutions.lenovo.com/resource-center/data-center-solutions/commercial-marketing/case-study-callaway-golf/
https://solutions.lenovo.com/resource-center/data-center-solutions/commercial-marketing/case-study-callaway-golf/
https://lenovosuccess.com/casestudy/bank-of-communications
https://lenovosuccess.com/casestudy/bank-of-communications


Choosing a HPC solution 
for your business

A 2016 study examining the impact of HPC showed that HPC-driven solutions 
returned hundreds of times the revenue per dollar spent and over 40 times 
the profit. Driving these numbers are the extreme compute and network 
performance of HPC, including over 9 Terabits-per-second of bandwidth 
with 130 nano-seconds of latency port-to-port. HPC solutions transform 
complex workloads into competitive advantages. Therefore, understanding 
and defining all your business needs, problem areas, demanding compute 
workloads, and overall IT solution requirements are  the primary areas to 
consider when choosing a high-performance cluster. HPC power on the 
order of tens-of-thousands of cores interconnected via high-performance 
fabrics and working together is most useful from a provider who can help 
get a solution up and running as quickly as possible. 

Even if you have an HPC cluster in place, look for new ways to reduce time to 
solution and time to value, and how to improve the level of support received. 
Consider a flexible, agile foundation for system clusters that adapts to your 
changing business needs. Modular HPC systems and components exist 
that can integrate with and expand your existing infrastructure, quickly 
improving capacity while keeping costs down. Companies who invest in 
HPC see exceptional performance and business returns.

Choosing your HPC Provider

Only deep customer collaboration and partnership from your provider will 
ensure total HPC solution provisioning, integrated to work as a unit with 
the highest levels of reliability your business can depend on. Other criteria 
include configuration and expansion flexibility to meet your specific needs 
today and into the future, as well as space, power, cooling requirements to 
support your toughest workloads efficiently. 

Lenovo and its customers have pioneered multiple HPC technologies in all 
these areas. Unlike other system providers, Lenovo will help you benchmark 
your applications to help you find the optimum configuration before you 
buy. Lenovo is currently the fastest growing HPC/supercomputer provider, 
globally, serving as your “single point of solution”, helping you design your 
cluster, build it to your specifications, and then deploy it to ensure it meets 
your requirements. Get a business edge with Lenovo’s high-performance 
solutions built to advance innovation and drive breakthroughs.
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